2009 London-Edinburgh-London
1400km
Dave Ross, Randonneurs Nova Scotia
Sunday July 26 2009 1:30 pm - just outside and across the railway tracks at
Lee Valley Youth Hostel, Cheshunt, England. Fifty riders are ready to start the
1400k London-Edinburgh-London randonnee. Ole Mikkelsen and I are in the
third group of the day. Two groups left at 8 and 8:30 this morning. Little
fanfare; this is not PBP.
We set out on the narrow roads of Cheshunt on the “wrong” side of the road,
not what we are used to. We have had a good look at the cue sheet. I will be
following someone who has a good idea where they are going or has a GPS. I
can tell I will not have an easy time with this cue sheet. The group gets split
at the first (and maybe the only) traffic light on the route. The guy in the BMB
jersey turns out to be Kevin.

Round-a-bouts are big in the UK. In the town of Hertford, a resident has an
army tank in his driveway under a car cover. What are we in for? The first
stop is Gamlingay. It is a feed-only stop, not a checkpoint, 65k out. The group
stops to stock up. We are here too long. We are at every stop too long. I have
checked my odometer against Ole’s. I am racking up extra k’s. The route has
far too many turns, I can’t afford to be off any distance, so I adjust the tire
size on the fly. The weather is on our side for now.

The country side is rolling to flat, quite nice. Again the roads are narrow, and
the drivers are fast, even the grandmothers. The roads are in great shape,
some chipseal, some patches, mainly good. Next stop, Thurlby 86k away.
Somewhere along here, Ole and I split up. I started riding with a number of
groups looking for the riders who are going straight through to Dalkeith, and
who have a GPS or knew the way. An Italian group had a GPS and was

moving along very well. Here I found Pete and Kevin who had left with us at
1:30. Pete was from London and Kevin was from the US. Pete had a phone
with GPS capability, it came in handy. Kevin had full intentions of riding right
through to Dalkeith, Pete took a little convincing. First was to ride through the
night with a group, weather and a tailwind. He had to take that. Next stop
was Washingborough. We got there around midnight. I had a late supper
then off to Thorne. On the way, down a one lane road, late at night my
computer popped off. I stopped and looked around. No luck. The group had
kept going. I had to go and stay with them now. On to Coxwold where I had a
bag drop. Early Monday morning, 411k in. Feeling good, clean shorts, socks,
stocked up on some gels, off to Middleton Tyas just 52k away. The flat roads
are starting to turn up. Had lunch, moved toward Alston. On the way we went
over the UK ski resort at Yad Moss. The guys were laughing about it being the
ski hill but it was all they had. The view from the top was absolutely beautiful.
The clouds were black and threatening, the sun shone through onto the lush
green wet valley below. Sheep were quite abundant; they were kept together
by rock fences which crisscrossed the valley. This is where I was going to
leave a memory of dad. He would have loved the beauty of this.

When at the stop in Alston, which by the way was the only stop, you did not
have to take your shoes off. The volunteers warned us about the cobble
stones which lie ahead at the foot of a long descent. Kevin had lost his legs
and Pete was going to stay with him. I had another look at the route sheet.
The directions now were pretty simple. Turn left at the T or turn right at the T.
I could follow that. I set off down the hill toward the cobbles. I figured this is
about 6 feet across when I first see it. No problem. It turns out to be about
250 meters on a steep downhill. I attempt this very carefully. Anything is
possible on these rocks which are turned up on their edge exposing a sharp
face. This is now about 28 hours since I left Cheshunt. I am not quite as sharp
as when I left. Taking no chances I take my time getting across the cobbles.

Off to Eskdaemuir. Beautiful scenery. I have found lots of great pictures on
the LEL website. They are worth having a look at.
After Eskdaemuir I catch three guys. Two guys from Britain and a Russian.
The lead guy has a GPS and had done the ride in 2005 as had his friend who
is along once again. It is late evening; the sun stays up longer being this far
north. Traquiar is the optional sleep location before Dalkeith, and is a required
stop on the way out but not on the way back. When we arrive there at 2 or 3
am the attendant offers some scotch which would be an intriguing idea if we
had started riding at 10pm that night, not the night before. I reluctantly had
to pass. The others did have a shot with some coffee.
We are now on the last leg to Dalkeith, a measly 38k away. I am on the back
of the line being towed along nicely. Behind me it is black, there is nothing.
Not a light of any kind. You do not want to have a problem out here. Having
said that, towards us come a couple of lights, return riders. All of a sudden
one of the lights is shining all over the place. It quickly stops facing the
ground and just ahead of one of the only potholes on the route. The Italian
rider slowly gets up, brushes himself off, has a look at the bike and heads off
into the darkness. Heading toward a copperish glow between two large hills
we start our 15k descent into Dalkeith. Dalkeith is about 5 k before
Edinburgh. We stop to have a look. Not much to see, just lights. The other
bag drop is here. A shower, clean pair of shorts, something to eat and some
long awaited sleep. How about 3 out of 4? No place to sleep, I’m told. This is
no good. The floor, tables and chairs are covered with riders. I sit at a table
and lay my head down. I try this for about a half hour. This just hurts. Enough
of that, I leave in daylight back up that 15k hill. I pass quite a few riders, so I
feel ok. I catch a group of French riders. We head toward Traquiar. A group is
coming toward us. I spot Ole. Wave, yell, and keep on going. The French head
into the optional checkpoint, I keep going.
Just around the next corner I pass a rider on the inside. He calls my name and
reaches out. It’s Rene, a friend of mine from Denmark who I met and rode
with at BMB and met again at the end of PBP. This is great. On we go. The
wind is really starting to pick up. Not in our favor. When we get back to the
cobbles, I decide to walk up. Rene rides without incident. We eat at Alston.
Back over Yad Moss. We meet riders still on their way to Dalkeith. The sheep
run free here. They are scattered all over the road. You need to be careful;
they could go any which way when you get to them. The other thing which
was plentiful was dead rabbits, lots of them. We are now pedaling downhill
into the wind and rain. It’s starting to come apart. (Me). After leaving the next
stop a tandem goes by us quickly. We catch up and try to stay on. They drop
us before we had a chance. Night is again with us. No sleep has now totally
caught up with me. I am starting to hallucinate, I have no idea how fast I am

going. I am on the wrong side of the road. Rene reminds me of that. I start
to mention things I am seeing and trying to help with direction. Rene is not
answering me. He knows I am %$@^&ed. We stop at a roundabout. He gets
right in my face and says he is not leaving me; he is just going to make sure
we are going the right way. Now I know I’m %$@#$ed. A little further along
something goes across in front of us, or at least I think so. I don’t mention it.
After a bit Rene says, “Did you see the fox run across?” Just up the road is
Coxwold. 1000 kilometers. I lay my head down. I am sure it took seconds for
me to fall asleep. This is sometime very late Tuesday to early Wednesday.
3 ½ hours later, up, eat, out the door. The rain is falling. On to Thorne. When
we arrive the sign says that due to the weather there is a four hour time
bonus. Leb meets us as we sit down. He was with us in the same room at the
hostel. He explains that he felt quite sick when he came through on his way to
Dalkeith and the doctors told him to pull out. He has been there ever since.
He says that 24 riders all dropped out together at Dalkeith because of the
weather. They went on to Edinburgh to catch the train home. Ole got caught
in Alston, when the rain came down heavy.
At Washingborough we get out of the rain for a little while. The staff has a
large stove in the kitchen pumping out the heat. They set up a small laundry
rack. We put as much on it as possible and have a ½ hour sleep on a cot. The
rain is still coming down when we get up, but things are a little better. We
arrive at Thurlby where Rene chats with a group of guys in each of their
languages. He asked if we could get on with them when they left. They had a
GPS. Yes, they said, we are going to sleep a couple of hours then head out.
Rene wakes me up and says we have to leave right now, the others are ready.
Down the road we go. First trying to hang on to them, then pulling but pulling
away. I could not figure these guys out. I was getting on the outs with them
quite quickly. The German got a flat. He had a carbon wheel he had never
used before. He had tubes but the stem was not long enough. He had an
adapter which would not screw onto another tube. The patch kit came out. He
went through that process with no success. It is very early Wednesday
morning, very cold, wet and black. I am shivering and they are laughing at
me. Another attempt to patch the tube is successful. Great! Get moving and
warm up. My front tire goes down, I holler out. They stop. I’m surprised. I fix
mine much quicker. Down the road we go when my headlights start to
malfunction. The wire has wrapped around the hub and the lights went out.
Battery back-up and a helmet light save me. We get to Gamlingay, the last
stop before Cheshunt. I am exhausted. I can’t chase these guys any longer. I
tell Rene to go on with them. But he is of the same mind. Again we sleep.

Daylight and 65k to go. This turns out to be the longest 65k of my life. It has
never taken me 5 hours to do 65k before.
10am Thursday, it’s over, 92 ½ hours. It’s all good.

I owe thanks to Danny who wanted to go 600 straight. Ole, huge help in
preparation and planning and pulling my ass out of the fire with the train
strike. Mark, without you this stuff would not be possible at all. Everybody I
have the pleasure to ride with. Cheryl, support beyond belief.
Dave Ross

